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NEW TRACTION-ENGINE. 

THE reward of ten thousand dollars offered by the State 
of Wisconsin (pnblished in Scientific Ame1'ican, January 29th, 
1 876), for the best form of road locomotive . lends a special 
present interest to the subject, and we therefore reproduce 
from Enginee1'ing one of the latest and best exampleR of 
British practice in road locomotives. This is a 6-horse 
power engine. by Messrs. Robey & Co., of Lincoln. Messrs. 
Robey, to relieve the boiler of the strains due to the working 
of the engine, have interposed between the cylinder and the 
crankshaft a cast· iron bedplate, one end of this bed forming 
the cylinder cover, while the other carries the crankshaft 
plummer blocks. In the case of their portable engine, where 
the cylinder is 'over the firebox end of the boiler, the cross
head g'lides and the exhaust-pipe are cast solid with the bed
plate, while the latter takes a sliding bearing at the crank
shaft end upon two brackets fixed one on each side of the 
boiler, one of these brackets having the pump made in one 
piece with it. In the case of the traction-engine the bedplate 
has the crosshead guides cast solid with it, while, as in th(l 
case of the portable, the bed from its shape forms a receiver 
for any oil dripping from the moving parts. 

In tue traction-engine the expansion of the boiler is ac
commodated by leaving the crankshaft end of the bedplate 
free to move between the horn-plates, it being held to them 
by a plate on each side. TheRe plates are made fast to the 
bedplate, and slide horizontally in slots cut in the horn-plates. 
The horn-plates reach the whole depth of the firebox, and 
are deeply flanged outwards, on both sides, 
for strength, and for attachment to the boil
er and water tank. The second motion 
shaft is carried in It U osha ped casting let 
into the horn· plates, and stretching between 
them, acting thus as a stay and distance 
piece. The main axle is also carried by the 
horn-plates, which also form the sides of a 
part of the wate,·-tank. The usual arrange
ment of steerage gear is modified, the chains 
being attached to the extreme ends of the axle, 
by means of grooved castings, so curved as 
to keep the chains tight in all positions, and 
facilitate steering. The leading wheels, it 
will be noticed, are set to a narrower gauge 
than the driving wheels. The engine.is very 
completely equipped, having water·lifter (in
jector type) for filling the tank from road
side di tch, etc. 

The dri ving wheels have the arms arranged 
in two sets, each set of arms being welded to 
a plate at the centre, which is bored out and 
fitted with the boss, the rivets holding it up, 
thus having no sheadng strain on them. 
By the arrangement of the arms in sets, i f  
one arm gets broken the whole s e t  can be 
removed and a new arm welded on, which 
is impossible if the arms are cast in the 
boss. 

'fhe engine is fitted with two speeds, and 
the arrangement of the clutches is shown by 
the detail views. It is also provided with a 
neat form of high-speed governor for use 
when the engine is employed for thrashing, 
etc. 

[Engineer.] 
NOVEL SPEED-INDICATOR. 

By CHARLES E. Moss, Dublin. 
IN this indicator the object aimed at is to 

establish an equilibrium between known and 
unknown speeds, and when this is obtained 
the reading from the indicator or dial gives 
the number of revolutions per minute. 

N 

Fig. 1, of which Fig: 2 is a section, illustrates the principle. 
D is a shaft driven by a clock at, of course, a uniform speed; 
this is the standard for reference. Fixed on the shaft D is 
the toothed wheel C; this gears into the planet· wheel P; the 
wheel E'revolves freely on the shalt D ; it is driven by a belt 
from the engine-whose speed is de"ired-and in tho opposite 
direction to the shaft D; its front face forms an internal 

NE'V TRACTION·ENGINE. 

toothed wheel, and the planet.wheel P gears into it also; Sis 
a disc revolving freely on shaft D ; it carries the pin which 
supports the plnn�t·wheel P. The action of the instrument is 
this-when the wheel C drives the planet. wheel P at the 
same speed as it is driven by the internal toothed wheel E, 
the planet-wheell'emains stationary, but if the speed of E be 
41 teeth and the speed of C 40 teeth, then the planet-wheel 
will make one revolution per minute forward, or should the 
speed of E equal 39, then the planet-wheel will revolve back
ward one revolution per minute. 

For engines, locomotive, marine, and mill, ordered or made 

NOVEL SPEED-INDICATOR. 

to rUll at a fixed speed, this simple systeu1 forms It sufficient 
indicator, for one can tell at sight if the engine is going fast 
or slow, for the planet.wheel is stationary so long as the 
revolution of the engine correspond s with the clock. 

For yariable sp"eds (here are certain additions as shown in 
Fig.4. E is the wheel driven by the engine and the flhaft 11lld 
cone K is driven by the clock; there are two pltlTlet.wheels 
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here, as shown in Fig. 3; this balances better: in section 
they are seen at T, Fig. 4. The toothed wheel L is a fixtme 
on shaft H, and gears into the planet-wheel T ; they are sup
ported on pins carried by the disc A,which also forms a toothed 
wheel and gears into the toothed wheel B fixed on the screw
shaft S. The wheels E and A, Fig. 4, are of course free 011 

the shaft H. The belt F drives the cone W, and the block Z 
on the screw-shaft carries the belt· fork. In Fig. 3 when the 
speed of L = speed of E, then the planet· wheels are stationary, 
and that their speeds may be equal, L makes two revolutions 
for one of E, as that is the proportion of their diameter. 

The action of system Fig. 4 is this: The clock drives the 
shaft K K at say 40 revolutions per minute, and suppose the 
engine to be running 40 and driving wheel Eat 20, then the 
belt F being in the middle of the cones the system is in equi
librium, and the indicator carried by the belt-fork block Z 
will point to 40, as seen in Fig. 5. Should the speed of 1he 
engine increase 10 revolutions, the planet-wheels will make 
for 10 revolutions per minute in the same direction, and 
through the toothed wheels A and B drive the screw·shaftS 
which canies the belt-fork; the belt F is drawn towards B, 
and the shaft H i s  in consequence driven at an increased 
speed; it therefore more nearly agrees with the speed of the 
engine. Now, the planet. wheel disc A revolves at the differ
ence of the two speeds backwards or forwards, be the speed 
less or more. The 8peed of A is th�refore reduced, but neYer
theless continues to revolve at a constantly decreasil1g speed, 
still drawing on the belt F until an equilibrium is eS1ablished 

by the planet- wheels coming to rest, and as 
the block Z carries the indicator, the speed 
of the engine is read off on the scale, Fill' 5, 
which fits immediat'lly over the screw S �. 

The length of the cones V and W may be 
extended indefinitely to increase the Tange 
of the scale, and a dial on the screw·shaft 
will indicate fractions of a revolution. Should 
the speed be more or less than the range of 
the scale, then the pin in the block Z, which 
engages with the screw, works out of gear 
at either end, and spiral springs cause it to 
engage again as soon as the screw revolves 
the other way. 

EXAMPLES OF THE CRYSTALLIZA

TION OF WROUGHT-IRON. 

By JOSHUA ROSE. 
IN the year 1853, the chain of a crane em· 

ployed for lifting locomotives at the Ashford 
Works in Kent, England, was taken from 
the crane to be annealed, and un old and 
well-known practical mechanic cut off two 
of the end links and handed them to me, eay
ing, .. Take that to the vice and sec how 
easily you can break a link with the hammer; 
then take it to a blacksmith's fire, heat it to a 
low red heat, allowing it to cool in the ashe�; 
and then try to break a link, and you will 
llave received a lesson on the granulation of 
iron that you will not easily forget." These 
instructions were implicity followed with the 
result thll.t both of the links broke short off 
at the first test, the fractures showing a 
highly crystallized surface before being an
nealed. To test if the crystallization was 
equal at all pa.rts of the links, or had only oc· 
curred where the welding of the links (in 
the manufacture of the chain) had taken 
place, eaell link· was then fastened in the 
vice, slightly nicked with a chipping-chisel, 
and then broken with one blow of the ham
mer. The pieces of the links were then an-

nealed, and were afterward bent backward and forward, 
showing no signs of fracture. They were then cut about 
one third through with a chipping. chisel , and bent back 
and forth by 1'lows with the hammer until they broke, the 
fibre of the iron appearing as long and 8pljntered as that of 
a broken piece of wood, and not \Showing in any part any evi. 
dence of cfllltallization •. 
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In the year 1858, the writer was called to a sugar estate on PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. in many cities by the inclusion of cheaper land within the 
the west coast of the Essequebo River to repair an engine 

AMERICAN SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION. 
city limits by the increased prosperity of the working people 

which had broken down, and among the repairs it was re- (who have been quite steadily improving their condition 
quired to provide a shaft for a cane-crushing roller, which THE American Social Science Association held its eleventh since the beginning of the civil war) and by the action of 
shaft had broken in two inside the roller. The shaft was 6 annual meeting at the Lowell Institute Hall, Boston, January municipal governments and benevolent citizens. In Phila
inches in diameter, 5 feet long, and had a fixed bearing of 12th. In reference to the overcrowding of houses, which is delphia and a few other cities a great check has been given 
about 8 inches in length a t  each end of the roller, and w a s  said to be greatly on the increase, it is said that the census to overcrowding by the action of the benefit building socie
secured therein at each end by four steel keys. The frac- returns of 1875 show that in Boston there are 320,000 inhabi- ties, which, contrary to the general custom of those societies 
ture had occurred about 8 inches from the inside of the fixed tants and 40,817 occupied dwellings, at the rate, that is, of in England, do provide homes of their own for working peo
bearings, and the shaft had become loose in the roller. 8.4 persons to each dwelling, while in the old wards the rate pIe even of the humblest grade. 
'fhere beinO' no new shaft obtainable in less time than a is as high as 12.2 and 11.7. In Fall River there are 45,340 
week, and ;: large quantity of sugar-cane already cut which inhabitants and only 4192 occupied dwellings-10.8 persons INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS AND SHIPBUILDERS IN SCOT

would spoil in that time, the writer proposed to cut off the to each house. In Holyoke, 1G,260 inhabitants and only LAND, DECEMBER.-A paper was read by Mr. D. J. Dunlop, of 
inside and broken ends of the shaft close up to the bearing 1462 occupied dwellings-ll persons to each house. The Port-Glasgow, on "A Pneumatic Governor for Marine Engines." 

f Ad . B k 1 . 1 8 1 The Dunlop governor anticipates all accelerations of the en-of the roller, and by putting new keys to thus use the two town 0 ams, III er s nre county, las persons to eac 1 

useful ends of the shaft as gudgeons instead of as a con_ house; the city of Lawrence 8.3 persons, the city of W orces. gine.speed, and the evil to be guarded against does not need 
tinuous and solid shaft· but the resident engineer and one ter 8.2 persons. In all, or nearly all, these ,places the ratio to take place in order to call the apparatus into action, inas· 
from a neighboring plantation insisted that such a plan was has risen since 1870. In Providence there are 100,675 in. much as for every foot of the propeller's diameter which 
impracticable, inasmuch as all experience had taught them habitants' and 12,954 occupied dwellings, or 7 . 76 persons to . emerges froi the water, the steam· valve is closed proportion
that a shaft which had once broken was sure to break again, each. In Brooklyn and in New-York City there is somewhat ately, and t Ie valve may be so set as to close when any pro
and was not safe for a day even. So strenuously was this in- more than the extreme overcrowding noticed in 1870. The portion of the diameter is out of the water. This governor is 
sisted upon that the proprietor of the plantation (PIn. "Spring contrast between the two largest American cities-New-York now applied to ahout sixty screw-steamers, including two 

1 d PI '1 d 1 l' . tl' . k d d' 1 vessels with engines of 600 horse·power each, in the Pacific Garden") decided to act upon a suggestion to lave a tem- an 11 a e p na-ln ns respect IS very mar e , an In t Ie S N 1 1 1· 1 d f: bl N Y k 1 1 1 team aviga',ion Co.'s line. porary shaft of Hackia or iron-wood fitted to tIe r0.1er (an ng lest egree un avora e to ew- or -, w lere a 80 tIe 
expedient which had been before resorted to), and to dIspatch condition of things is growing worse, while in Philadelphia 
a small trading sloop to Georgetown, Demerara, to obtain a it is growing better. By the census of 1870 the number of 
new shaft. dwellings in New·York was about 64,044, for a population of 

Upon taking the broken shaft out. from the roller, the nearly a million-an average, therefor(', of nearly 15 persons 
writer found the snrfaces of the fractured ends to be studded to each dwelling. But in 9 of the 22 wards of New·York a 
with somewhat coarse and well-defined crystals, and remem- population of 365,000 was housed in only 17,110 dwellings
bering the chain-link experience, undertook to put in the an average of 211-3 persons to each dwelling. 
shaft ends, upon the condition tllat the job was only to be 'When Paris (in 1835) contained ahout the same population 
paid for upon its proving s,:,"ccessful; the wooden shaft, that New-York now numbers, the numher of houses there was 
however, was first tried, and It lasted two days, whereupon 50,476, and the number of persons to each dwelling was 22, 
the writer annealed the shaft ends over a wood fire, allowed or just about the same overcrowding that we find in the 
the iron to cool off in the embers, deepened tlH! key·seats and worst parts of New-York. 
keyel] the shaft ends to their places, where they remained in In Philadelphia, on the other hand, a population of 674,000 
sncct,ssful operation when tho writer left in 1860 in 1870 was housed in 112,366 dwellings, giving 1 house to 

Similar experiences have doubtless fallen under the ob- every 6 persons, while, in the worst wards of Philadelphia 
servation of many observant practical mechanics, though but the average number of persons to a dwelling did not much 
little has been written upon the subject. The experience of exceed 8, or only a third part of the New-York average, 
the writer has led him to the following conclusions: which, in one ward of nearly 100,000 inhabitants, was more 

That crystallization will rapidly take place when wrought- than 24 persons to each dwelling. 
iron is repeatedly heated without being wdl worked at The number of dwelling-houses built in Philadelphia since 
mch heat. Thns, apprentice black8miths will sometimes 1870 is about 24,000 (at the rate of a little less than 5000 a 
find a forgin", which their want of skill in manipulating year), so that the present number of dwellings in that city 
has caused th�m to heat and relleat without working" the iron is upwards of 135,000, which, at an average of 6 persons to 
much will jar off and break in pieces upon the anvil or upon each dwelling, would give a popnlation in 1875 of 810,000. 
using: Especially is this the casu when the iron is of inferior This is more than the estimated population of the city, and 
qnality, though it will occur with eitller low �oor or Swedish therefore the proportion of dwellings to population has been 
iron. It would appear that unless the metal IS so worked as increasing there-the very result we should expect from the 
to keep the fibre continuously moving, it loses its fibrous tex- system of building pursued in Philadelphia, and the very 
ture, and assumes a granular or cl'ystallized texture, and to opposite of what is taking place in New-York. In other 
this fact is doubtless due the impracticability of forging very cities the contrast is not so striking. In Boston, for example 
heavy solid wrought-iron ordnance. in consequence of successive annexations of suburban terri-

Crystallization will rapidly ensue when wrought-iron is tory, the proportion of persons to each dwelling in the whole 
subject to lllows delivered endwise of the grain; t Ims if a city has considerably diminished in thirty years, and does not 
pie<)e of cold bar-iron be stood up and struck repeated ulows now much exceed eight persons to each dwelling. 
endwise of the grain, it will afterwards be found to break In certain wards of Boston, however, the proportion is 
across the grain very ea�ily; and, again, when a shaft has had about double this, and there are 100,000 of the present popu· 
to be Cllt shorter in the lathe so that there will be left a lation of Boston housed at the rate of twelve persons to each 
piece in the centre of, say, an inch in l�ngth and an inch in dwelling. Thirty years ago, when the whole population was 
diameter, the machinist will find the iron offer the usual a little above 100,000, the number ot occupied-dwellings was 
resistance to being cut off with the chipping-chisel, if cut 10,300, giving an average of nearly 10 persons to each. In 
a("ross the O'rain' but if he nicks it aronnd close up to the 1865, t\\ enty years later, but before the annexations, a popu
body of th� shalt, and then strikes. the 8l.'d of the proj�cth:g lation of 193,318 was housed in 20,649 dwellings, or at the 
piece sharp blows with a comparatIvely light hammer, It WIll rate of nine and one third persons to each. In 1870the popu· 
usually break short off in the neck. A noticeable kature in lation had increased (chiefly by annexation) to 250,520, and 
this latter instance, however, is that if the blows are deli v- the dwellings to 29,623, giving one dwelling to every eight 
ered with a hammer sufficiently heavy, and the blows are and one half persons. 
sufficiently heavy to upset or rivet the metal of the project. According to the census of 1870, there were in Brooklyn, 
iug piece, it will usually rivet or burr outward and flatten N. Y., 396,099 inhabitants and 45,834 dwellings-one for 
outward without breaking off, bllt will split in all direc. every 8 2-3 persons; in St. Lonis, 310,864 inhabitants and 
tions, each s(>parate piece retaining its fibrous texture, and 39,675 dwellings-one for every 7 4-5 persons; in Chicago, 
evidencing no telldency to crystallization, especially if the iron 298,977 inhabitants and 44,620 dwellings-one for 6 2·3 per
is of good quality, for crystallization takes place much more sons; in Baltimore, 267,354 inhabitants and 40,350 dwellings 
rapidly in inferior than in the better qualities of iron. -one for 6 2-3 persons; in Cincinnati, 216,239 inhabitants 

Another instance of crystallization through successive and 24,550 dwellings-one for 84-5 persons ; in New-Orleans, 
blows, especially those of a jarring nat.ure, is to be found in 191,418 inhabitants and 33,656 dwellings-one for 5 2·3 per
tile freqnency with which the heads or the junction of the sons; in San Francisco, 149,473 inhabitants and 25,905 dwell
end 01 the thread and the body of the bolt beneath the nut, ings-one for 5 3·4 persons; in Washington, 109,189 inhabi
with which bolts upon trip or steam hammers will break. tants and 19,545 dwellings-one for 5 3-5 persons; in 
It. may also be observed, that crystallization, by reason of sud- Newark, N. J . ,  105,059 inhabitants and 14,350 dwellings-one 
den and repeated shocks to the metal, is greatly accelerated for 6 5-8 persons; in Jersey City, a suburb of New-York, 
when the latter is at the same time subject to abrasion upon 82,546 inhabitants and 9867 dwellings-one for 8 1·3 persons. 
its expo�ed surface, as in the case of chain·links, which, from Taking together the three cities of New-York, Brooklyn 
constant rnloing one against the other, will become almost and Jersey City, there was an aggregate population of about 
bright. and the outer skin slightly hardened. 1,421,000 in 1870 living in less than 120,000 dwellings (one 

Rapid crystallization takes place when a piece of wrought. for twelve persons). At the present time it is probable that 
iron is subject to a degree of heat above that of the normal these three cities contain more than 1,700,000 inhabitants, oc· 
temperature of the atmosphere, although crystallization from cupying no more dwellings than are found in the single city 
this cause appears to be con siderably retarded when rapid of Philadelphia, with less than half as many inhabitants. 
oxidization or corrosion on the surface of the metal takes The results of tlds overcrowding <if a city population are 
place. The writer is also led to believe that crystallization perfectly well known and are painfully obvious in New
from all these causes is considerably retarded when the shaft York and its suburbs. The city proper, built along the nar
or bolt is a hollow l1l1d not a solid one. row island of Manhattan, s thus crowded between two 

Crystallization, from all these causes, save that of repeated rivers, and the value of the land for commercial uses has so 
heatinO' without sufficiently working the metal by the black. raised its price that in all the lower portions of the city the 
8mith,"'appears to be entirely removed by the process of an· dwelling.houses can only be owned by the rich, with rare ex
nealing, which is best performed by either a .eharcoal or a ceptions. For the same reason they are built of many stories 
wood fire, the metal being allowed to cool 111 the ashes, and crowded together without sufficient provision for light 
and not made in the process of more than a blood -red heat. and air. In many locations old buildings, once good but now 

A piece of iron that has been crystallized by repeated heat- almost unfit for habitation, have been crowded full of poor 
ing, and not being sufficiently worked by the blacksmith, so families, who pay an expensive rent for wretched tenements. 
that it has what is commonly called" lost its virtue," may The paper then went into an elaborate description of the 
be recovered by heating it to nearly a white heat, and well various benefit building societies of Philadelphia and Chicago, 
working it with the hammer upon the anvil, especially if to show that these were the remedies for overcrowding. In 
well drawn out in the direction lengthwise with the grain of St. Louis, where building societies are largely encouraged, 
the iron. the death rate is lower than in any large city in the world ex-

Steel of even the commonest grade does not appear to suf cept those on the Pacific coast. At one time this city was at 
fer from crystallization, except it be that due to overheating the other end of the list. 
or successive heating without forging. 'fhus if a chipping. The tenement-house population of New.York and Brooklyn 
chisel after long service be broken in two, n� evidence of probably exceeds 250,000. In Boston there are now 2700 
crystallization will appear. Nor does decarbolllzed steel, or tenement-houses, containing 43,000 rooms and inhabited by 
what is sometimes termed homogeneous iron, appear to more than 60,000 people. A portion of theSE: are new and 
crystallize under any conditions save under the above excep. well built, even costly houses, but nearly 50,000 of this tene
tion. If, hlJwever, the best cast-steel is once overheated, no ment-house population in Boston are living in discomfort 
ordinary amount of forging will restore it, as is evidenced from overcrowding, many of them in houses quite unfit to be 
by the fact that a turning tool once overheated, no matter how occupied. The death rate is found in Boston, as in N ew
much it may subsequently be forged, will not perform a York, to be largest in those districts where there are most 
maximum of lathe duty. tenement-houses, and there, also, crime and vice and prosti-

==== -----� tution most abound. 
THE American Brewers' Association has decided to construct It appears that overcrowding already prevails in a few 

a large edifice at the Centennial. The structure will be star- American cities, notably in New-York and its suburbs, in 
shaped, and in one section will be exhibited the brewery of fifty Boston and in Cincinnati, but that in most of our cities there 
years ago, when beer.making was done by hand. Another sec· are more d�elling� �n proportion to the number of in�labi. 
tion will show the improved brewery of the present day. All tants than m the Clt18S of Europe. The tendency here IS for 
the accessories to the business will be represented, from barley I overcrowding to grow worse from year to year, as our city 
in the sheaf, growing hop-vines, etc., to the finished beverage. population rapidly gains; but this tendency is counteracted 
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WEAR OF WIRE RUPE. 

THE directors of the Clay-street Hill Railroad, San Francis
co, recently removed the old wire rope which has been in use 
for some two years, and substituted a new one. The road 
runs up Clay-street Hill, and the cars are propelled by an 
endless wire rope passing up one side of the street and down 
the other, underground. The engine furnishing the power 
is at the upper end of the line. The old rope was 7000 feet 
long, three inches in circumference, and made of 114 steel 
wires, of No. 16 gauge. It was put in use August, 1873. It 
was made to work seventeen hours a day while running. 
During this time, it carried 3,300,000 passengers. 

A few deductions, showing the work obtained from this 
rope will be of interest. The 3,300,000 people, at an ave
rage of 150 pounds apiece, would give 495,000,000 pounds. 
Eight cars go up twenty-five times a day for 840 days, giving 
705,600,000 pounds. Adding the weight of the cars to pas· 
sengers, it gives 1,200,600, 000 pounds, or 600,300 tons, rai8ed 
307 feet vertically in a distance of 3300 feet in 840 days, work· 
ing seventeen hours a day. The Tesult is, we get 1,200,600,-
000 pounds raised 307 feet in 853,800 minutes. This ropet.ra
veIled 64,260 miles, or more than equal to two and a halftimes 
the distance aronnd the globe. 

While this rope was running, it stretched about one per 
cent, or 70 feet on the 7000. It was reduced in circumference 
about seven thirty.seconds of an inch. The consumption of 
coal by the engine to perform this work was about 1500 
pounds of Wellington screenings per day, at $9 per ton. From 
experiments made at the station it was found that it t.ook six 
pounds of steam to keep the rope running (unloaded) after it 
was started. It took twelve pounds to overcome the inertia 
and friction. The cylinder of the engine is twelve uy twenty
four inches. The rope was made by A. S. Hallidie, of San 
Francisco, from imported steel wire. The changing of the 
ropes took thirteen hours. The rope shows little signs of 
wear, and would probably last a year or more longer with 
safety; but the directors thought best to take all precautions, 
and change in time. 

The new rope is 7000 feet long, and weighs 10,800 pounds. 
It is made of fine steel wire, hardened and tt'mpered, No. 16 
gauge. There are 114 steel wires and nineteen soft hon 
wires for the heart. The rope is three inches in circumfer
ence, and was made at Hallidie' s  factory, in this city. 

As a matter of record, we may also mention the data ob
tained for a rope in use at the Crown Point Mine on the Com
stock. Mr. Hallidie has a statement up to the 6th 01 Novem
ber. The steel rope was set at work August 1st, 1874, on the 
incline. The r<Jpe is 2650 feet long, 61 inches in circumfer
ence, and weighs 17,237 pounds. Up to tbe data mentioned, 
it had worked 10,928 hours, and hoisted 209,592 tons. It runs 
at a speed of 670 feet per minute. Total weight of each lift, 
34,000 pounds; vertical distance, 1500 feet in 10,928 hours. 
The rope is still at work and in good order. '1.'he record of 
these ropes speaks well for California manufacturers.-Scien· 
tific Press, 

HYDRAULIC LOCOMOTIVE. 

ITS origin is traceable to the introduction of flumes for float
ing lumber from the mountains to the valley. While the flume 
was and is the cheapest transportation known for the purjJose 
for which it was designed, the transportation of lumber, it serv
ed no other purpose. All the supplies demanded at the head of 
the flume, where the lumber was manufactured, had to be 
hauled there by teams. These flumes did nothing but trans
port lumber to the market. They transported nothing into 
the mountains; afforded no aid to. travel. The flume lay 
along the mountain sides like a serpent basking lazily in the 
summer sun. The hydraulic locomotive is designed to make 
them serviceable in more ways than the one for which they 
were originally built. It is designed to travel up the flume, 
and it does it, too, at a lively rate. The steeper the grade 
the faster travels the locomotive. Thill may be in defiance of 
all former means for the transportation of freight and pas
sengers, but the locomotive will do it nevertheless. The lit
tle wooden structure we saw on trial carried ten or twelve 
times its weight, and moved up a grade of abQut one foot to 
the rod at auOut half the speed that the current an inch in 
depth ran down the grade. Now, what the result will be 
when it is tried on a scale to be made serviceable for 
transportation of freight and passengers, of course 
we are unable to say; but as a toy it is successful , for 
the little machine, weighing only a pound and a 
half or two pounds, carried ten or twelve times its own 
weight. The hydraulic locomotive is constructed with four 
wheels, and is designed to run on a track like the locomotive
engine. The track is to be constructed on the top of the �ides 
of the flume, which may be V-shaped or otherwise. The 
motive power is the water passing through the flume. At 
either end of the car is a water-wheel similar to that of stern· 
wheel steamers. The wheels, like those of an ordinary car 
in use on our railroads, revolve with the axle. The axle, to 
which the wheels are attached, is made the shaft for the 
water-wheel, the arms of which holding the paddles extend 
down into the water in the flume. The current of water in 
the flume furnishes the power to run the car. Of course the 
car must travel up the flume if it contain s sufficient water to 
turn the paddle-wheels. These paddle-wheels are so arrang
ed as to be unshipped when it is desired to run down the 
flume. As all flumes of this cha racter must have a down 
grade, the hydraulic locomotive is supplied with brakes to reo 
gulate the speed on the down trip. We believe the hydraulic 
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